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Abstract. Since 2012, the Semantic Web journal has been accepting papers in a novel Linked Dataset description
track. Here we motivate the track and provide some analysis of the papers accepted thus far. We look at the ratio
of accepted papers in this time-frame that fall under this track, the relative impact of these papers in terms of
citations, and we perform a technical analysis of the datasets they describe to see what sorts of resources they
provide and to see if the datasets have remained available since publication. Based on a variety of such analyses,
we present some lessons learnt and discuss some potential changes we could apply to the track in order to improve
the overall quality of papers accepted.
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1. Introduction

Linked Data provides a basic set of principles
outlining how open data can be published on
the Web in a highly-interoperable interconnected
manner using Semantic Web technologies [17].
Hundreds of Linked Datasets have been published
through the years, introducing data on a plethora
of topics to the Semantic Web. These datasets
have played an important part not only in vari-
ous applications, but also for furthering research,
where they are used, for example, as reference
knowledge-bases, as evaluation test-beds, and so
forth. As evidence of the potential value of a
dataset for research, one need look no further than
DBpedia [23], whose associated research papers
have been cited several thousand times in the past
nine years according to Google Scholar.1

1See https://scholar.google.cl/scholar?hl=en&q=
dbpedia; retrieved 2016-01-26

However, publishing papers describing datasets
has not always been straightforward in our com-
munity. To meet the criteria for a traditional re-
search track, papers must provide some novel tech-
nical contribution, evaluation, etc. Likewise, for in-
use tracks, the focus is on applications, with em-
phasis on industrial use-cases. And so, despite the
evident impact that datasets can have on research,
there were few (if any) suitable venues for publish-
ing descriptions of such datasets.

This historical undervaluation of datasets is far
from unique to the Semantic Web community.
Data are the lifeblood of many scientific research
communities where the availability of high-quality
datasets is crucial to their advancement. In recog-
nition of the central role of data, and in order to in-
centivise and adequately reward researchers work-
ing on dataset compilation and curation, there are
a growing number of journals that accept descrip-
tions of datasets as part of a dedicated track in ar-
eas such as bioinformatics, geosciences, astronomy,
experimental physics, and so forth. In fact, there
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are now also data journals whose primary goal is to
publish such descriptions; one of the most promi-
nent examples is Nature’s Scientific Data journal:
an open access, peer-reviewed journal dedicated
to publishing descriptions of datasets judged to
have scientific merit. Thus, in a variety of scientific
communities, there are now a variety of options
for publishing descriptions of datasets without the
need to meet traditional research-track criteria.2

Motivated by similar reasoning, the Semantic
Web Journal likewise decided to begin soliciting
dataset description papers about 4 years ago.

Dataset papers at the Semantic Web Journal:
On February 29th, 2012, the Semantic Web

Journal (SWJ) announced the first “Special Call”
for Linked Dataset descriptions.3 This was fol-
lowed up by further calls and, eventually, the ad-
dition of a permanent call for dataset descriptions.

When compared with data journals and tracks
in other disciplines, the SWJ calls have some sub-
tle but key differences. While in other areas the
emphasis is on the potential scientific value of
that dataset to that research community, for SWJ
datasets the core requirement is that the dataset is
modelled appropriately using Semantic Web stan-
dards and published correctly using Linked Data
principles. In this sense, the topic and domain of
the dataset for SWJ is not as important. For exam-
ple, a Linked Dataset about historical events may
not have a direct influence on Semantic Web re-
search in the same way a dataset about genes may
have impact in the Bioinformatics community, but
can still be accepted by SWJ if deemed of poten-
tial impact in another area (or in practice). Thus,
the goal for SWJ is in publishing descriptions of
high-profile exemplars of what a Linked Dataset
can and should be, no matter their topic.

Criteria for review:
The criteria for accepting dataset papers differ

from those for other tracks. Specifying these crite-
ria in a precise way in the call for papers is crucial
to ensure that authors know what requirements
they need to fulfil before their paper can be ac-

2For a list of such journals, please see Akers’ blog-
post at https://mlibrarydata.wordpress.com/2014/05/
09/data-journals/; retrieved 2016-01-28.

3See http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/blog/
semantic-web-journal-special-call-linked-dataset-
descriptions, last retrieved 2016-01-06.

cepted and to ensure that reviewers for different
papers can apply a consistent standard. However,
given the nature of the track, specifying precise
criteria proved challenging and the call has under-
gone various revisions. The current call for dataset
descriptions is as follows:

Linked Dataset Descriptions – short papers (typi-
cally up to 10 pages) containing a concise descrip-
tion of a Linked Dataset. The paper shall describe
in concise and clear terms key characteristics of the
dataset as a guide to its usage for various (possi-
bly unforeseen) purposes. In particular, such a pa-
per shall typically give information, amongst oth-
ers, on the following aspects of the dataset: name,
URL, version date and number, licensing, availabil-
ity, etc.; topic coverage, source for the data, pur-
pose and method of creation and maintenance, re-
ported usage etc.; metrics and statistics on external
and internal connectivity, use of established vocabu-
laries (e.g., RDF, OWL, SKOS, FOAF), language
expressivity, growth; examples and critical discus-
sion of typical knowledge modeling patterns used;
known shortcomings of the dataset. Papers will be
evaluated along the following dimensions: (1) Qual-
ity and stability of the dataset – evidence must be
provided. (2) Usefulness of the dataset, which should
be shown by corresponding third-party uses – evi-
dence must be provided. (3) Clarity and complete-
ness of the descriptions. Papers should usually be
written by people involved in the generation or main-
tenance of the dataset, or with the consent of these
people. We strongly encourage authors of dataset de-
scription paper to provide details about the used vo-
cabularies, ideally using the 5 star rating [20].

This captures much of the criteria that the SWJ
editors currently feel important for a good dataset
description paper, but indeed is always subject to
further refinement.

This leads to the second significant challenge.
Based on these criteria, it is important in the
peer-review process that not only the paper but
also the dataset itself is scrutinised. While it is
possible to define upfront some high-level crite-
ria that the dataset must meet, deciding that a
particular dataset is, e.g., modelled appropriately,
free of technical errors, provides high-quality links,
uses existing vocabulary in a suitable manner, etc.,
requires finding reviewers with strong experience
in Linked Data publishing, including a variety of
technical issues such as HTTP content negotia-
tion, RDF modelling, datatypes, awareness of pop-
ular vocabularies that could be reused, datasets

https://mlibrarydata.wordpress.com/2014/05/09/data-journals/
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that could be linked to, the semantics of RDFS
and OWL, the SPARQL protocol and query lan-
guage, representing taxonomies in SKOS, vocabu-
laries such as VoID used to describe a dataset, ser-
vices such as Datahub used to publicise a dataset,
and so on. Even aside from the current state of the
art, many best practices in terms of how Linked
Datasets should be published are still in formation.

Furthermore, aside from technical issues, re-
viewers must also judge the usefulness of a dataset;
however, such datasets can be in areas unfamil-
iar to the reviewer in question – they may be his-
torical datasets, geographic datasets, etc. Thus,
within such specialised communities, it may be dif-
ficult for reviewers to assess how useful the topic of
the dataset is, how complete the data are, whether
all of the interesting dimensions of the domain
are captured or not, and so forth. For this rea-
son, the call was amended (to the version listed
above) to put the burden of proof of quality, sta-
bility and usefulness on authors, where, e.g., the
paper must now demonstrate evidence of third-
party use, such as referencing a third-party paper
where the dataset is used: previously the ability to
demonstrate the potential usefulness of a dataset
was sufficient to be considered for acceptance.

Volume of dataset papers:
The first 15 dataset papers were published in

the original Special Issue, Volume 4(2), 2013. By
the end of 2015, 38 papers had been accepted un-
der the dataset description track at SWJ, of which
33 have been published in print up to, and includ-
ing Volume 7(1), 2016. To put these figures in per-
spective, 96 non-dataset papers were accepted for
publication in the same time frame (starting with
Volume 4(3)), of which 61 have been published in
print (up to and including Volume 7(1)).4 Hence
we see that 28.4% of papers accepted in this time
frame and 35.1% of papers published in print have
been dataset papers, constituting a significant ra-
tio of the articles published by the journal.

Table 1 provides the number of such papers pub-
lished per year, where by In Press we include those
papers that are accepted and published online but
have not yet appeared in print. In 2013, a single
issue – the first special issue – accounted for all
15 dataset papers; taking this as an equal starting

4Here we only consider articles with more than one page,
which may include editorials.

Table 1

Number of dataset and non-dataset papers per year, start-
ing from Volume 4(2) in 2013

Year Dataset Papers Non-dataset Papers

2013 15 3
2014 4 11
2015 13 43
2016 1 4
In Press 5 35

point, only one non-dataset issue with 3 papers
was counted thereafter in the same year. One may
note the comparatively small number of dataset
papers that are in press. We cannot be sure ex-
actly why there has been a drop in these papers,
but it may be possible that the stricter version of
the call (e.g., requiring concrete evidence of third-
party dataset use) has reduced the number of re-
cent, eligible submissions.

Open questions

Given that we have had 2–3 years of collecting
and publishing dataset papers, and given the rel-
ative novelty of such a call, here we wish to of-
fer a retrospective on this track. In particular, we
wish to perform some analyses to try to answer
two key questions about these papers and, more
importantly, the datasets they describe:

– Have these datasets had impact in a research
setting? (Section 2)

∗ We look at the citations to the dataset de-
scription papers (assuming that research
works that make use of the dataset will
likely cite this paper).

– Are the dataset-related resources the paper
links to still available? (Section 3)

∗ We look to see if the Linked Data URIs,
SPARQL endpoints, and so forth, associ-
ated with the published datasets are still
available or if they have gone offline.

Based on these results, in terms of the future of
the track, we discuss some lessons learnt in Sec-
tion 4, before concluding in Section 5.
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2. Research Impact

We first wish to measure the impact that the
published datasets have had within research – not
only within the Semantic Web or broader Com-
puter Science community, but across all fields.
To estimate this, we look at the citations that
the descriptions have received according to Google
Scholar, which indexes technical documents from
various fields as found on the Web. The citations
were manually recorded on 2016-01-26 for each pa-
per of interest using keyword search on the title.

To provide some context for the figures, we com-
pare metrics considering dataset and non-dataset
papers. More precisely, we may refer to the follow-
ing four categories of papers (corresponding with
Table 1):

Published dataset (33) All dataset papers pub-
lished, in print, up to Volume 7(1), 2016, in-
clusive.

Published non-dataset (61) All non-dataset pa-
pers published, in print, from Volume 4(3),
2013, to issue Semantic Web 7(1), 2016, in-
clusive.

Accepted dataset (38) Published dataset papers
as above and all dataset papers in-press on
2016-01-27.

Accepted non-dataset (96) Published non-dataset
papers as above and all non-dataset papers
in-press on 2016-01-27.

We consider both accepted (but not yet pub-
lished) and published versions given the dispro-
portionate number of in press non-dataset papers,
which are less likely to have gathered citations. Fi-
nally, it is important to note that some of these
papers appeared very recently and have not accu-
mulated any citations thus far.

In Figure 1, we present the distribution of ci-
tations for both types of published paper and in
Figure 2, we present the results for accepted pa-
pers. From the raw data collected, we draw the
following observations:

– The sum of citations for published dataset pa-
pers was 257, implying a mean of 7.79 (std.
dev. 7.57) citations per paper. The median
number of citations per paper was 5.

∗ The sum of citations for published non-
dataset papers was 779, implying a mean of
12.77 (std. dev. 42.67) citations per paper.
The median number of citations per paper
was 4.

– The sum of citations for accepted dataset pa-
pers was 278, implying a mean of 7.32 (std.
dev. 7.54) citations per paper. The median
number of citations per paper was 4.

∗ The sum of citations for accepted non-
dataset papers was 839, implying a mean of
8.74 (std. dev. 34.46) citations per paper.
The median number of citations per paper
was 2.

– Considering accepted dataset papers, the h-
index of the track is 10, meaning that 10 pa-
pers have 10 or more citations.

∗ For the accepted non-dataset papers, the
h-index was 13.

∗ Considering both dataset and non-dataset
papers together, the h-index was 16, includ-
ing 5 dataset papers above the threshold.

– The most highly-cited dataset paper was by
Caracciolo et al. [7] describing the AGROVOC
dataset. It was published in 2013 and has re-
ceived 37 citations.

∗ The most highly-cited non-dataset paper
was by Lehmann et al. [23] describing the
DBpedia knowledge-base. It was published
in 2015 and has received 334 citations.

∗ Considering accepted dataset and non-
dataset papers together, the most cited
dataset paper would rank number 3 in the
list of most cited papers.

– The dataset paper with the most citations per
year was by Krouf & Troncy [22] describing
the EventMedia dataset. It is not yet pub-
lished but has received 17 citations.5

∗ The non-dataset paper with the most cita-
tions per year was the same DBpedia paper
by Lehmann et al. [23].

5We count unpublished papers or papers published in
2016 as having 1 year, papers published in 2015 as having
2 years, etc. We note that many papers in the Semantic
Web Journal may attract citations once they are published
online, which may be months before publication in print.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of citations for published dataset and
non-dataset papers (given the logarithmic x-axis, we do not
plot papers with zero citations, of which there were 2 for
dataset papers and 8 for non-dataset papers)
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Fig. 2. Distribution of citations for accepted dataset and
non-dataset papers (given the logarithmic x-axis, we do not
plot papers with zero citations, of which there were 4 for
dataset papers and 24 for non-dataset papers)

From these results, we can conclude that al-
though the most cited dataset track paper falls
an order of magnitude behind the most cited non-
dataset equivalent in terms of raw citations, it
would still count as the third most cited paper
overall in the time period. However, it is impor-
tant to note, that the non-dataset paper with the
most citations, which was officially evaluated un-
der the criteria for a tools-and-systems paper, cen-
tres around a dataset: DBpedia.

In terms of mean and median citation results,
the dataset papers are at least competitive with, or
perhaps even outperforming, non-dataset papers
over the same time-frame. We highlight that the
dataset papers increase the overall h-index of pa-
pers in this time-frame by 3, with 5 dataset papers
contributing to the increased h-index.

While we cannot draw general conclusions about
the impact of these papers and datasets merely
based on citations – particularly given the youth
of many of the papers – we do at least have evi-
dence to suggest that this impact, when measured
through citations, has been more or less on par
with the other papers of the journal.

3. Dataset Availability

We now look in more detail at some of the re-
sources provided by the 38 accepted dataset pa-
pers and check if they are still available for the

public to access or not. In order to do this, we
looked though the papers to find links to:

Datahub Entries provide some meta-data about
the dataset in a centralised catalogue, includ-
ing tags, links to resources, examples, etc.

Linked Data IRIs denote Linked Data entities
from the dataset that should, upon derefer-
encing, return content in a suitable RDF for-
mat about that entity.

SPARQL Endpoints provide a public interface
that accepts queries in the SPARQL query
language and returns answers over the dataset
in question.

Entries in Datahub – a central catalogue of
datasets – are crucial to help third parties find
the dataset and its related resources. Linked Data
IRIs are the defining feature needed for publishing
a Linked Dataset. SPARQL endpoints, though not
strictly necessary for publishing a Linked Dataset,
offer clients a convenient manner to query the
dataset in question. Though we focus just on these
three core aspects, datasets may provide other
types of resources, such as VoID descriptions, cus-
tom vocabularies, etc., that we do not consider.

While in some papers we could not find direct
links to one or more of these resources, we could
find links with some further search; for example, a
paper may have linked to a Datahub entry which
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itself contained pointers to a SPARQL endpoint
or a Linked Data IRI, which we would include.
Given the number of papers and the diversity in
how resources were linked to, we were limited in
how thorough we could be; that is to say, it is pos-
sible that we overlooked resources, especially if not
linked directly from the paper in an obvious man-
ner (e.g., a link to SPARQL endpoint not contain-
ing the keyword “sparql” or “endpoint” in the
URL or surrounding text).

In Table 2, we summarise the availability of
Datahub Entries and Linked Data IRIs for all of
the accepted dataset papers. Note that in the fol-
lowing, all percentages are presented relative to
the 38 accepted dataset papers.

– In the Ref column, we provide a pointer to
the associated dataset paper.

– In the DH column, we indicate whether or
not we could find a Datahub entry relating to
the dataset described by the paper: ‘3’ indi-
cates that a link was found to an online en-
try, ‘7’ indicates that a link was found but
the entry was offline, while ‘?’ indicates that
no link could be found.6 Again, in some cases
although there were no explicit links in the
papers, we tried to find the entry through
searching Datahub.

∗ We could find a link to a Datahub entry in
32 cases (84.2%), where 31 of these entries
were still online (81.6%).

– In the Linked Data IRI column, we provide
a single example Linked Data IRI pertaining
to the dataset that we could find either in
the paper, or in the Datahub entry, or from
querying the SPARQL endpoint, or by some
other means: ‘?’ indicates that no such IRI
could be found. In the A? column, we indi-
cate whether or not we could retrieve some
information about the resource (in RDF) by
dereferencing the Linked Data IRI that identi-
fies it: ‘3’ indicates (partial) success, ‘7’ indi-
cates failure, ‘?’ indicates we could find no IRI
to test; these experiments were run on 2016-
01-28. In the Note column, we identify prob-

6In the PDF version of this paper, the former two sym-
bols provide a hyperlink to a respective entry; for space
reasons, we do not print the URLs in text.

lems that we encountered: where we could re-
trieve information, we remark on various ba-
sic (but “non-fatal”) configuration problems;7
where we could not retrieve information or
could not find an IRI, we give a brief indica-
tion of the type of error we encountered.

∗ We could find an example Linked Data
IRI in 33 cases (86.8%). From these, we
could retrieve useful information in 24 cases
(63.2%), where for 15 such cases (39.5%) we
could not detected any basic configuration
problems.

From these results, we can conclude that the
majority of papers provide Datahub entries; how-
ever, we found that the information provided in
these Datahub entries tended to vary greatly: some
datasets provided links to a wide variety of re-
sources, some datasets provided the minimum nec-
essary to have an entry.

With respect to hosting Linked Data, of the
24 papers (63.2%) for which we found an oper-
ational Linked Dataset, 9 papers (23.7%) exhib-
ited some basic issues, including not distinguish-
ing information resources from general resources
(i.e., not using a 303 redirect or a hash IRI), or
not managing content negotiation correctly (i.e.,
not considering the accept header or not return-
ing the correct content-type). For the 13 datasets
(34.2%) that were offline, informally speaking, in
almost all cases, the issue seemed long-term (e.g.,
the web-site associated with the dataset was no
longer available). In one other case, we could find
no links in the paper leading to any relevant web-
site or any example data resource, meaning that,
at the time of writing in January 2016, for 14
datasets (36.8%), we could no longer find an oper-
ational Linked Dataset; 4 of these were for papers
published in 2013, 3 in 2014, 4 in 2015, 1 in 2016,
and 1 paper in press.

Next we looked at the SPARQL endpoints as-
sociated with the datasets. Although not implic-
itly required for a Linked Dataset nor explicitly
required by the call, many papers offer a link to
such an endpoint as a central point-of-access for
the dataset. In Table 3, we provide an overview of

7To help detect configuration problems, we used, e.g.,
Linked Data validators such as http://www.hyperthing.
org/ and http://vafu.redlink.io/; retrieved 2016-01-28.

http://www.hyperthing.org/
http://www.hyperthing.org/
http://vafu.redlink.io/
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Table 2
Availability of Linked Data resources for dataset papers

Ref DH Linked Data IRI A? Note

2013

[4] 3 http://aemet.linkeddata.es/resource/WeatherStation/id08001 3

[12] 3 http://purl.org/collections/nl/am/proxy-63432 7 Web-site offline
[5] 3 http://purl.org/asit/resource/Town/Bardolino 3 Different IRI in document
[7] 3 http://aims.fao.org/aos/agrovoc/c_4039 3 Information resource
[10] 3 http://nuts.psi.enakting.org/def/NUTSRegion 3

[19] 3 http://data.europeana.eu/item/2023829/07398BCABC5FB1EDD8AE6F050BE... 3

[24] ? ? 7 Requests password
[29] ? http://tourmislod.modul.ac.at/tourmis/resource/Aachen 3

[30] 3 http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/SNOMEDCT/277441005 3

[33] 3 http://lod.euscreen.eu/resource/EUS_55F569268ACA42B186682960875F862B 3

[34] ? ? 7 Web-site offline
[37] 3 http://datos.bne.es/resource/XX1718747 3

[39] ? http://graph.facebook.com/1340421292# 7 Requests access token
[41] 3 http://lod.gesis.org/thesoz/concept/10041741 3

[42] 3 ? 7 Web-site offline

2014

[1] 3 http://linkeddata.ge.imati.cnr.it/resource/SkosConceptScheme/1 3

[21] 3 http://spatial.linkedscience.org/context/cosit/proceedings2005 7 502 Bad Gateway
[25] 3 http://fintrans.publicdata.eu/ec/resource/su/SCR.706541.1 7 Disk-space error
[26] 3 http://miuras.inf.um.es/ogo/resource/Method_F/Method_F 7 404 Not Found

2015

[2] 3 http://agris.fao.org/aos/records/XS2010X00001 3 Information resource
[6] 3 http://worldbank.270a.info/classification/country/CA 3

[8] ? http://swa.cefriel.it/linkeddata/urbanopoly/venue3116 3

[9] 3 http://www.nextprot.org/nanopubs#NX_Q9Y6K8_ESTEvidence_TS-2083.RAr... 7 404 Not Found
[35] 3 http://harvard.eagle-i.net/i/0000012a-25bf-7988-f5ed-943080000003 3 Information resource
[36] 3 ? 7 Web-site offline
[15] 3 http://lemon-model.net/lexica/uby/wn/WN_LexicalEntry_0 3 Information resource
[16] 3 http://www.languagelibrary.eu/owl/simple/psc/2/299/limone#limone_1 3

[13] 3 http://lexvo.org/id/iso639-3/eng 3

[31] 3 http://kaiko.getalp.org/dbnary/eng/-tox-__Infix__1 3

[32] 3 http://mlode.nlp2rdf.org/resource/semanticquran/quran1-1 3

[38] 7 ? ? No links found
[40] 3 http://ld.panlex.org/plx/approver/3828 7 Redirects to 404 Not Found

2016

[18] 3 http://linkedspending.aksw.org/instance/aurrekontua2014 7 404 Not Found

In Press

[11] 3 http://data.open.ac.uk/course/y031 3 Information resource
[14] 3 http://data.linkededucation.org/resource/lak/conference/lak2013/paper/93 3 Faulty content negotiation
[22] 3 http://data.linkedevents.org/agent/0a5a771a-5410-4c15-b695-b8059616e52f 7 404 Not Found
[27] ? http://lod.cedar-project.nl:8888/cedar/page/harmonised-data-dsd 3 Faulty content negotiation
[28] 3 http://rdf.disgenet.org/resource/gda/DGN006ef356901568340d831cc286056b99 3 Faulty content negotiation

https://datahub.io/dataset/aemet
http://aemet.linkeddata.es/resource/WeatherStation/id08001
https://datahub.io/dataset/amsterdam-museum-as-edm-lod
http://purl.org/collections/nl/am/proxy-63432
https://datahub.io/dataset/asit
http://purl.org/asit/resource/Town/Bardolino
https://datahub.io/dataset/agrovoc-skos
http://aims.fao.org/aos/agrovoc/c_4039
https://datahub.io/dataset/linked-nuts
http://nuts.psi.enakting.org/def/NUTSRegion
https://datahub.io/dataset/europeana-lod-v1
http://data.europeana.eu/item/2023829/07398BCABC5FB1EDD8AE6F050BED6DB4FA12B348
http://tourmislod.modul.ac.at/tourmis/resource/Aachen
https://datahub.io/group/bioportal
http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/SNOMEDCT/277441005
https://datahub.io/dataset/euscreen
http://lod.euscreen.eu/resource/EUS_55F569268ACA42B186682960875F862B
https://datahub.io/dataset/datos-bne-es
http://datos.bne.es/resource/XX1718747
http://graph.facebook.com/1340421292#
https://datahub.io/dataset/gesis-thesoz
http://lod.gesis.org/thesoz/concept/10041741
https://datahub.org/dataset/gho
https://datahub.io/dataset/environmental-applications-reference-thesaurus
http://linkeddata.ge.imati.cnr.it/resource/SkosConceptScheme/1
https://datahub.io/dataset/amazon-rainforest-dataset
http://spatial.linkedscience.org/context/cosit/proceedings2005
https://datahub.io/dataset/beneficiaries-of-the-european-commission
http://fintrans.publicdata.eu/ec/resource/su/SCR.706541.1
https://datahub.io/dataset/ogolod
http://miuras.inf.um.es/ogo/resource/Method_F/Method_F
https://datahub.io/dataset/agris
http://agris.fao.org/aos/records/XS2010X00001
https://datahub.io/dataset/world-bank-linked-data
http://worldbank.270a.info/classification/country/CA
http://swa.cefriel.it/linkeddata/urbanopoly/venue3116
https://datahub.io/dataset/nextprot-preliminary-nanopubs
http://www.nextprot.org/nanopubs#NX_Q9Y6K8_ESTEvidence_TS-2083.RAr9ao0vjXtLf3d9U4glE_uQWSknfYoPlIzKBq6ybOO5k
https://datahub.io/dataset/eagle-i-tuskegee
http://harvard.eagle-i.net/i/0000012a-25bf-7988-f5ed-943080000003
https://datahub.io/dataset/public-spending-in-greece
https://datahub.io/dataset/lemonuby
http://lemon-model.net/lexica/uby/wn/WN_LexicalEntry_0
https://datahub.io/dataset/parole-simple-lexinfo-ontology-lexicons
http://www.languagelibrary.eu/owl/simple/psc/2/299/limone#limone_1
https://datahub.io/dataset/lexvo
http://lexvo.org/id/iso639-3/eng
https://datahub.io/dataset/dbnary
http://kaiko.getalp.org/dbnary/eng/-tox-__Infix__1
https://datahub.io/dataset/semanticquran
http://mlode.nlp2rdf.org/resource/semanticquran/quran1-1
https://datahub.io/dataset/parole-simpleont
https://datahub.io/dataset/panlex
http://ld.panlex.org/plx/approver/3828
https://datahub.io/dataset/linkedspending
http://linkedspending.aksw.org/instance/aurrekontua2014
https://datahub.io/dataset/data-open-ac-uk
http://data.open.ac.uk/course/y031
https://datahub.io/dataset/lak-dataset
http://data.linkededucation.org/resource/lak/conference/lak2013/paper/93
https://datahub.io/dataset/event-media
http://data.linkedevents.org/agent/0a5a771a-5410-4c15-b695-b8059616e52f
http://lod.cedar-project.nl:8888/cedar/page/harmonised-data-dsd
https://datahub.io/dataset/disgenet
http://rdf.disgenet.org/resource/gda/DGN006ef356901568340d831cc286056b99
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the endpoints provided by various papers. In cer-
tain cases, such as the Linked SDMX dataset [6]
or the eagle-i dataset [35], papers may link to mul-
tiple endpoints; in these cases, we found that the
endpoints were always hosted on the same server
and tended to exhibit very similar behaviour with
respect to availability, hence we select and present
details for one sample endpoint.

– The Ref column again offers a pointer to the
relevant dataset paper.

– The SPARQL Endpoint column offers a pointer
to one of the endpoints associated with that
dataset; ‘?’ indicates that no such endpoint
could be found (from the paper, the Datahub
entry, etc.).

∗ We could find a SPARQL endpoint URL in
31 cases (81.6%).

– In order to assess the availability of the end-
points, we search for them in the online
SPARQLES tool [3],8 which monitors public
SPARQL endpoints announced on Datahub,
regularly sending them queries to determine
their health, performance, etc. In the Month
column, we list the uptime recorded for the
endpoint for the month ending on 2016-01-
27: SPARQLES sends each endpoint a sim-
ple SPARQL query9 every hour to see if
it can respond, where the monthly uptime
indicates the ratio of these hourly queries
that succeeded. In the Last Seen column,
we record the last time the system saw the
endpoint as being available (which SPAR-
QLES displays for the past year). For both
columns, ‘?’ indicates that there was no end-
point to check while ‘!’ indicates that the
endpoint was not monitored by SPARQLES
(most likely because the endpoint is not linked
from Datahub). In the latter column, ‘Ac-
tive’ indicates that the endpoint was alive at
the time of the tests, while ‘Pre-2015’ indi-
cates that the endpoint went offline in 2014
or earlier, but we cannot pinpoint precisely
when (since it falls outside the time-window
of availability that SPARQLES displays).

8http://sparqles.ai.wu.ac.at/; retrieved 2016-01-28
9“SELECT * WHERE { ?s ?p ?o } LIMIT 1”, or if that

fails, “ASK WHERE { ?s ?p ?o }”; a valid SPARQL response
to either is deemed a successful request.

∗ Of the 31 SPARQL endpoints (81.6%)
considered, 21 endpoints were tracked by
SPARQLES (55.3% of all datasets). Of
these, 15 (39.5% of all datasets) were found
to be active at the time of the tests; 1 went
offline in 2016, 3 went offline in 2015, and
2 went offline prior to 2015.

∗ Of the 21 endpoints tracked by the system,
we see that for the previous month, 5 end-
points had 0% uptime, 2 endpoints fell into
the 40–60% bracket, 1 endpoint fell into the
90–95% bracket, and 13 endpoints fell into
the 95–100% bracket.

– Given that we could not find all endpoints
in SPARQLES, we ran a local check to see if
all the endpoints listed were available at the
time of writing. More specifically, we used the
same procedure as SPARQLES [3] to deter-
mine availability, using a script to send each
endpoint a simple query (using Jena) and see-
ing if it could return a valid response per the
SPARQL standard. The results are presented
in column A?, where ‘?’ indicates that there
was no endpoint to check, ‘3’ indicates suc-
cess, ‘7’ indicates failure, and ‘[’ indicates
that although the script failed due to some
configuration problems on the server, a work-
ing interface was found where a user could
manually enter a query.

∗ Of the 31 SPARQL endpoints (81.6%) con-
sidered, 18 endpoints (47.4% of datasets)
were found to be accessible via the local
script, with an additional endpoint found
to be accessible manually.

∗ Of the 10 endpoints not tracked by SPAR-
QLES, 2 endpoints were accessible by the
local script and another was accessible
manually; 7 were inaccessible.

∗ Of the endpoints tracked by SPARQLES,
our local script corresponded with those
deemed ‘Active’ but for one exception:
we deemed the AGROVOC endpoint to
be available at the time of writing while
SPARQLES lists it as offline (we are not
sure why this is the case).

In summary, at the time of writing, we found
an operational endpoint (including one that re-
quired manual access) for 19 datasets (50%), we
could only find non-operational endpoint links for

http://sparqles.ai.wu.ac.at/
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12 datasets (31.6%), and we could not find any
endpoint link for 7 datasets (18.4%).

4. Lessons learnt

With respect to lessons learnt, there are various
points to improve upon. We present some ideas
we have in mind to – in some respect – tighten
the requirements for the track and to help prevent
accepting certain types of problematic papers.

Papers with inadequate links:
In some cases, it was difficult to find links to a

Datahub entry, a Linked Data IRI, or a SPARQL
endpoint (where available) in the papers. In other
cases, the links provided were out-of-date although
resources were available elsewhere. In other cases
still, the links provided were dead. In terms of
links, the current call simply requires a “URL”.

One possibility to counteract the lack of links is
to make a link to a Datahub entry mandatory, and
links to at least 2 or 3 Linked Data IRIs manda-
tory. Likewise any other resources described in the
paper, such as a SPARQL endpoint, a VoID de-
scription, a vocabulary, a dump, and so forth.,
must be explicitly linked from the paper. All such
links should be clearly listed in a single table.

We could also ask that all corresponding links
be provided on the Datahub entry; this would al-
low locations to be updated after the paper is pub-
lished (if they change) and allow the public to dis-
cover the dataset more easily. If accepted, we could
also encourage authors to add a link from Datahub
to the description paper.

Datasets with technical issues:
We found a number of datasets with core tech-

nical issues in terms of how the Linked Dataset
is published: how entities are named, how IRIs
are dereferenced, how the SPARQL endpoint is
hosted, and so on. The current call lists the quality
of the dataset as an important criterion for accep-
tance, but as mentioned in the introduction, find-
ing reviewers able and willing to review a dataset
for basic technical errors – let alone more subjec-
tive notions of quality, such as succinctness of the
model, re-use of vocabulary, etc. – is difficult. Cur-
rently the call requires authors to provide evidence
of quality; however, it is not clear what sort of
evidence reviewers could or should expect.

One possibility is to put in place a checklist
of tests that a dataset should pass. For example,
in Footnote 7, we mentioned two validators for
Linked Data IRIs that we used in these papers
to help find various technical errors in how the
datasets surveyed were published; unfortunately
however, both of these tools were themselves some-
times problematic, throwing uninformative bugs,
not supporting non-RDF/XML formats, and so
on. An interesting (and perhaps more general) ex-
ercise, then, would be to consider what are the ba-
sic checks that a Linked Dataset should meet to be
considered a “Linked Dataset” and to design sys-
tems that help authors and reviewers to quickly
evaluate these datasets.

Datasets with poor potential impact:
Some datasets are perhaps too narrow, too

small, of too low quality, etc., to ever have no-
table impact, but it may be difficult for reviewers
to assess the potential impact of a dataset when
its topic falls outside their area of expertise.

Recently, the call was amended such that au-
thors need to provide evidence of third-party use
of the dataset before it can be accepted. As such,
this sets a non-trivial threshold for the impact
of the dataset: it must have at least one docu-
mented use by a third-party. Judging by the rela-
tively fewer dataset papers in press at the moment,
it is possible that this criterion has reduced the
number of submissions we have received; in fact,
many dataset papers have recently been rejected
in a pre-screening phase. Thus, for the moment,
we feel that this modification for the call suffices
to address this issue (for now at least).

Short-lived or unstable datasets:
We encountered a notable number of papers de-

scribing datasets where nothing is available on-
line any longer, not even the website. Other pa-
pers offer links to services, such as SPARQL end-
points, that are only available intermittently. Of
course, there are a number of factors making the
stable hosting of a dataset difficult: many such
datasets are hosted by universities on a non-profit
basis, researchers may move away, projects may
end, a dataset may go offline and not be noticed
for some time, etc. Sometimes, nobody, including
the dataset maintainers, can anticipate downtimes
or periods of instability. At the same time, we wish
to avoid the Linked Dataset description track be-
ing a cheap way to publish a journal paper: we
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Table 3
Availability of SPARQL endpoints for dataset papers

Ref SPARQL Endpoint Month Last Seen A?

2013

[4] http://aemet.linkeddata.es/sparql 100.00 Active 3

[12] http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/europeana/sparql 0.00 2015-10-11 7

[5] http://purl.org/asit/rdf/sparql ! ! 7

[7] http://202.45.139.84:10035/catalogs/fao/repositories/agrovoc 0.00 Pre-2015 3

[10] ? ? ? ?
[19] http://europeana.ontotext.com/sparql 96.64 Active 3

[24] http://saha.kirjastot.fi/service/data/kirjasampo/sparql ! ! 7

[29] http://tourmislod.modul.ac.at/openrdf-workbench/repositories/tester4/query ! ! [

[30] http://sparql.bioontology.org/sparql ! ! 7

[33] http://lod.euscreen.eu/sparql 99.73 Active 3

[34] http://www.semanticwebservices.org/enalgae/sparql ! ! 7

[37] http://datos.bne.es/sparql 99.87 Active 3

[39] ? ? ? ?
[41] http://lod.gesis.org/thesoz/sparql 99.19 Active 3

[42] http://gho.aksw.org/sparql ! ! 7

2014

[1] http://linkeddata.ge.imati.cnr.it:8890/sparql 99.87 Active 3

[21] http://spatial.linkedscience.org/sparql ! ! 3

[25] http://fintrans.publicdata.eu/sparql 0.00 2015-08-16 7

[26] http://miuras.inf.um.es/sparql 44.28 2016-01-04 7

2015

[2] http://202.45.139.84:10035/catalogs/fao/repositories/agris 98.92 Active 3

[6] http://oecd.270a.info/sparql 99.46 Active 3

[8] ? ? ? ?
[9] ? ? ? ?
[35] http://upr.eagle-i.net/sparqler/sparql 100.00 Active 3

[36] http://publicspending.medialab.ntua.gr/sparql 0.00 Pre-2015 7

[15] http://lemon-model.net/sparql.php ! ! 7

[16] ? ? ? ?
[13] ? ? ? ?
[31] http://kaiko.getalp.org/sparql 100.00 Active 3

[32] http://mlode.nlp2rdf.org/sparql 99.87 Active 3

[38] ? ? ? ?

2016

[40] http://ld.panlex.org/sparql 92.47 Active 3

In Press

[18] http://linkedspending.aksw.org/sparql 52.42 Active 3

[11] http://data.open.ac.uk/query 99.87 Active 3

[14] http://data.linkededucation.org/request/lakconference/sparql ! ! 7

[22] http://eventmedia.eurecom.fr/sparql 0.00 2015-08-23 7

[27] http://lod.cedar-project.nl/cedar/sparql ! ! 3

[28] http://rdf.disgenet.org/sparql/ 98.52 Active 3

http://aemet.linkeddata.es/sparql
http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/europeana/sparql
http://purl.org/asit/rdf/sparql
http://202.45.139.84:10035/catalogs/fao/repositories/agrovoc
http://europeana.ontotext.com/sparql
http://saha.kirjastot.fi/service/data/kirjasampo/sparql
http://tourmislod.modul.ac.at/openrdf-workbench/repositories/tester4/query
http://sparql.bioontology.org/sparql
http://lod.euscreen.eu/sparql
http://www.semanticwebservices.org/enalgae/sparql
http://datos.bne.es/sparql
http://lod.gesis.org/thesoz/sparql
http://gho.aksw.org/sparql
http://linkeddata.ge.imati.cnr.it:8890/sparql
http://spatial.linkedscience.org/sparql
http://fintrans.publicdata.eu/sparql
http://miuras.inf.um.es/sparql
http://202.45.139.84:10035/catalogs/fao/repositories/agris
http://oecd.270a.info/sparql
http://upr.eagle-i.net/sparqler/sparql
http://publicspending.medialab.ntua.gr/sparql
http://lemon-model.net/sparql.php
http://kaiko.getalp.org/sparql
http://mlode.nlp2rdf.org/sparql
http://ld.panlex.org/sparql
http://linkedspending.aksw.org/sparql
http://data.open.ac.uk/query
http://data.linkededucation.org/request/lakconference/sparql
http://eventmedia.eurecom.fr/sparql
http://lod.cedar-project.nl/cedar/sparql
http://rdf.disgenet.org/sparql/
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wish to avoid the (possibly hypothetical) situation
of authors putting some data online in RDF, writ-
ing a quick journal paper, getting it accepted, then
forgetting about the dataset.

Now that papers in this track need to demon-
strate third-party usage, we would expect this to
naturally increase the threshold for acceptance
and to encourage publications describing datasets
where the authors are serious about the dataset
and about seeing it adopted in practice. Likewise
the call requires authors to provide evidence about
the stability of their dataset; though what sort
of evidence is not specified, it could, e.g., include
statistics from SPARQLES about the historical
availability of a relevant SPARQL endpoint, etc.

Summary:
On the one hand, we need to keep the burden

on reviewers manageable and allow them to apply
their own intuition and judgement to individual
cases; providing them long lists of mandatory cri-
teria to check would likely frustrate reviewers and
make it unlikely for them to volunteer. Likewise,
we wish to keep some flexibility to ensure that we
do not create criteria that rule out otherwise inter-
esting datasets for potentially pedantic reasons.

On the other hand, to avoid accepting papers
describing datasets with the aforementioned is-
sues, we may need to (further) tighten the call and
provide more concrete details on the sorts of con-
tributions we wish to see. The results from this
paper have certainly helped us gain some experi-
ences that we will use to refine the call along the
lines previously discussed.

5. Conclusion

Datasets play an important role in many re-
search areas and the Semantic Web is no different.
Recognising this importance, the Semantic Web
journal has been publishing Linked Dataset de-
scription papers for the past 2.5 years, compris-
ing 28.4% of accepted papers and 35.1% of papers
published in print. In this paper, we offer an in-
terim retrospective on this track, and try to collect
some observations on the papers and the datasets
accepted and/or published thus far by the journal.

With respect to impact, we found that these
dataset papers have received citations that are on-
par with the other types of papers accepted by

the journal in the same time-frame. For exam-
ple, the top cited dataset paper is the third most
cited paper overall. Likewise, with the inclusion of
dataset papers, the h-index of papers accepted in
this time-frame increases from 13 to 16. We thus
see that these papers – and, by extension, perhaps,
their datasets – are having moderate research im-
pact and receiving moderate numbers of citations.
This, in some sense, justifies the original motiva-
tion for the track: to give researchers working on
important datasets a research venue where their
work can be properly recognised and counted.

With respect to the availability and sustainabil-
ity of the datasets, results are mixed. While many
of the datasets and the related resources originally
described in the paper are still online, many have
also gone offline. For example, by dereferencing
Linked Data IRIs, we could find some data in RDF
for 63.2% of the datasets, and could find an opera-
tional SPARQL endpoint for 50% of the datasets.
On the other hand, some datasets went offline soon
after acceptance, in some cases even before the pa-
per was published in print.

Even for those datasets that were still accessible,
a variety of technical issues were encountered. For
example, although 63.2% of datasets had Linked
Data IRIs that were still dereferenceable at the
time of writing, only 39.5% were deemed to be
following best practices and be free of technical
HTTP-level errors (at least to the limited extent
that our rather brief tests could detect). Likewise,
some of the endpoints we found to be accessible
had configuration problems, or uptimes below the
basic “two nines” 99%, limiting their external us-
ability, particularly, for example, in critical and/or
real-time applications.

With respect to the future of the track, we iden-
tified four types of papers/datasets that we wish
to take measures to avoid: papers with inadequate
(or no) links to the dataset, or papers that de-
scribe datasets with technical issues, or that have
poor potential usefulness, or that are short-lived
or otherwise unstable. Though there are no clear
answers in all cases, our general approach thus far
has been to place the burden of proof on authors
to demonstrate that their dataset is of potential
use, high quality, stable, etc. Likewise, we will now
consider and discuss the possibility of tightening
the call to make further criteria mandatory.
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In summary, while we found papers describing
datasets that have disappeared, we also found pa-
pers describing stable, high-quality datasets that
have had impact on research measurable in terms
of citations – papers describing impactful datasets
(and labour) worthy of recognition through a jour-
nal publication. Our future goal, then, is to in-
crease the volume and ratio of the latter type of
dataset description paper accepted by the journal.
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